Cashemon NFT

Collect, Hatch, Play2Earn
Cashemon is a unique project built around the Binance Blockchain. It is a
Metaverse where fantasy creatures can breed, battle, earn rewards, and
much more.
In the Cashemon Metaverse, advanced art with high-end technology is
utilized to create these unique creatures. For these creations, 25 genes
with 16 variations each, using 30 layers of colors are used. The DNA of
each Cashemon consists of 12,000 attributes, resulting in billions of unique
creatures.

Key features of Cashemon
Cashemon used ideas from the global sensational game (Pokemon) to bring some
nostalgia, while having its own twist on game play, art style, breeding system, betting
system, rarities, and much more!

Gameplay

Art Style

Breeding System

Competitive Gaming

The gameplay of Cashemon
allows players to feel some
nostalgia from playing
Pokemon when they were
younger while experiencing a
new fresh gaming experience
with weapons and more.

Cashemon art style was
designed to be cute and cuddly
in their baby stages, but as
they go through their
evolutions, they become more
monster like.

Once a Cashemon reaches
adulthood, players then can
breed with other Cashemon or
put their rare Cashemon up
for breeding.

Players will be able to enter
high-stake betting tournament
matches by betting their very
own Cashemon before battle.

Frist four weeks after launching (Part One)
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950
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NFT’s Minted

Eggs Hatched

Number of Users

Number of Cashemon that have
been bought and minted within the
first 4 weeks of launch

Number of Eggs that have hatched
(5 days)

Number of registered users since
launch

Source: Cashemon Gallery (cashverse.io)

30k
Circulating Amount
Part one, there is 30k eggs to be
minted, once the full game is
released their will be more.

Cashemon Market Place

Buys
Buy Cashemon Eggs and/or
Cashemon on our marketplace to
fight big battles with them. Develop
and equip them and you may be
able to sell them for a profit.

Sells
Sell your Cashemon on the
Marketplace. Depending on the
degree of rarity and equipment
and/or accessories, you can ask a
reasonable price for it and thus sell
it profitably.

Early Alpha Demo of what the gameplay
setup will look like.

(Pre-Alpha)
Cashemon is a turn-based
battle style, with Cashemon
having their own special
abilities based off their
ancestry and traits.

Cashemon Rarities
Each Cashemon that is hatched will always hatch differently. Some may hatch with different weapons,
accessories, eyes, hair, mouth, nose, etc.

Common

Unique

Rare

Legendary

Common Cashemon
have a 50% chance of
being hatched

Unique Cashemon have
a 25% chance of being
hatched which will
increase value

Rare Cashemon have a
15% chance of being
hatched which will
increase value

Legendary Cashemon
have a 10% chance of
being hatched which will
increase value

Ancestry and Traits Breakdown

Cashemon are broken down into 5
Traits. Basic, Dark, Zombie, Mythical,
and Angelic (Angel).

Cashemon are broken down into 4
NFT types: Common, Unique, Rare,
and Legendary. As the rarity of the
Cashemon increase plus combined
with the Traits, will determine the
value of the NFT.

Cashemon Ancestry
There are five different ancestries of Cashemon which allow for different weaknesses,
strengths, and powers.

Basic

Zombie

Dark

Mythical

Angelic (Angel)

Cashemon Properties
Psyche

Psychic-type Cashemon
are great for special
powers. They often use
mind-bending powers to
confuse their opponents
into inflicting selfdamage.

Ground

Ground-type Cashemon
are hardy and can hold
their own in battle due
to their ruggedness.

Poison

Land

Flying

Poison-type Cashemon
can and will use their
abilities to weaken their
opponent’s health by
using devastating
poisonous attacks.

Land-type Cashemon are
typically peaceful, unless
provoked. Do not
underestimate their
earthy attacks.

Flying-type Cashemon are able
to take flight and perform
sneaky attacks on their
opponents. However, if caught
off guard they can be easily
overwhelmed.

Fire

Aquatic

Adaptive

Fire-type Cashemon are strong
and can perform devastating
attacks to burn or scorch their
opponents, however their
attacks do need to cool down
afterwards

Aquatic-type Cashemon
can bend water at their
own will to attack their
opponents.

Adaptive-type
Cashemon are well
rounded and can be
accepting to many
varieties of attacks.

Cashemon Evolution

Cashemon start off in an egg,
after 5 days the player has
the option to hatch their egg
or choice to collect them.
Once the player starts the
questline, they will begin to
strengthen their Cashemon
until it evolves.
Once they reach adulthood
the player will then be able
to battle online players,
enter tournaments, breed
their Cashemon, etc.

Breeding within Cashemon

Once a Cashemon reaches adulthood,
they will be eligible for breeding.
While there is no cross-breeding
available at the moment, a player can
breed a male and female Cashemon to
have them reproduce another egg.
Based of their Cashemon rarity, they
will have better chances of hatching a
higher rarity or of the same rarity level.
(Example: Legendary Female Dragon &
Rare Male Dragon can have a chance of
producing a rare, unique, or legendary
Cashemon.)

Why team up with Cashemon?
Cashemon is bringing nostalgia style gameplay to the NFT space and to players who have
played the (Pokemon) games, and who still like to collect rare value items.

Gamer Focused

Replayability

Rewards

Cashemon was created
with the mindset of a
gamer/collector.

From unique online
battling, breeding,
hatching and collecting,
there are so many ways
to keep investors happy.

Earn rewards by battling
other players in quests or
tournaments. You can
also earn rewards
through special events.

Play2Earn
Play2Earn games are the
future, play while earning
rewards, collectibles, and
making money.

Future Development Plans for Cashemon

Tournaments

Campaign

MLG style of battling PvP, players betting their own
Cashemon

Missions that will be replayable

Betting system using SOLcash or ADAcash

Story-line for Cashemon players with Boss
battles

Weekly/Monthly bracket system for community
members to place bets on who they think will win

Loot Drops after major battles,
rewarding players

Staking Cashemon

Weapon & Armor NFTS

Cashemon rarity affects number of rewards
you obtain

Weapons & Armor will have rarity levels
and traits just like Cashemon

Ability to access different staking pools based
of rarities

Players will be able to buy & sell their
weapons & armor on the marketplace

While staking a Cashemon, allows players to
accumulate (purchase) more Cashemon

Trading as well as weapon & armor swapping
from Cashemon to Cashemon

PARTNERS CASHEMON IS LISTED ON

Are you ready to Hatch‘em all?
Zach@casheverse.io
www.cashemon.online

